Was Jesus (Yeshua) born a Christ or did he become one? By Gary Bate
Was Buddha born a Christ or did he bceome one? Was Appollonius of Tyana born a Christ...?
If you believe that these great beings were born Christs then you will never entertain the idea that
you could become one.
Likewise, if you believe that these entities are Sons of God and God's only Son(s) then you will
never entertain the idea that you are also a Son (Daughter) of God.
We've been lied to by perverse men for their own gain. It's time to use pure reason...
Many people (the majority) find out the truth when they pass this World, but then it's too late for
them to do anything about it.
If you develop a mind like Yeshua had (has) then you would be Christ-like. How then could you be
distinguished from him? Maybe your body looks different to his eh?!
Anyone who becomes Christ-like has clearly attained Christ consciousness. The idea God only had
one or a handful of sons and the rest of us are all bastards of the universe is just plain ridiculous!
We are all the Sons and Daughters of God and our ultimate personal development is a Christ-like
mind – Christ consciousness. That is always the choice for us.
By contrast, Human consciousness is Body consciousness – falsely identifying yourself with your
own body. Even saying, “I am a man or I am a woman” is not the truth – it's just an experience you
are having...
It was my interest in Personal Development that took me deeper and deeper. The result? We are
here to move beyond Body consciousness. We are not here to die then find this out and realise we
have to come back for another go! Said another way, we are here to complete our Souls as Soul
completion is Christ consciousness.
The Masters spoke Truth when they said that it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle than a rich man.
Rich people can't give it up for the truth. They are too intoxicated by their wealth and raw power.
They can't reason what it must be like to have authentic power. The question is – can you? Can you
give it up for the truth?
What am I really talking about here? I'm talking about bodies – our addicted bodies. Bodies that are
addicted to their own chemicals via the minds of their occupants. Addicted to emotions. Addicted to
food. Addicted to sex. Addicted to images. Addicted to how you look. Need I go on? We have all
become addicted to our own bodies (that which we are not!)...
So yeah, enjoy your life. Care about how you look. Gorge yourself on fine food. Romp in the hay!
And react emotionally as often as you can. But remember, these are the actions of camels who are
going to age and die none the wiser.
The World is but a playground for you to wake up from. I am very awake and I fully intend to go
through the eye of the needle – Gary Bate.
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